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What do we mean?



“ An action taken in an 

email that triggers an 

event without leaving 

that email.
- Mark Robbins















A *good* 
reason to use 
interactivity

The right 
audience

Interactive 
Code

1 2 3



The right audience



Current support for Interactive emails

CSS Animations/
Transitions

CSS Hover 
Effects

CSS Interactive
Checkboxes

Apple Mail
Mac + iOS

Gmail Windows 10 
Mail + Outlook 

for Windows

Outlook
for Mac

Outlook.com

* Hover effects don’t affect mobile

** Checkboxes only work with Outlook email addresses

*** With specific CSS  element:checked

*

** ***



Litmus 
Email Client 
Market share
__

vs your own device stats…



CSS Support - compared to market share

CSS Animations/
Transitions

CSS Hover 
Effects

CSS Interactive
Checkboxes

*

**

Apple Mail
Mac + iOS

58%

Gmail

28%

Outlook

5.5%

* Hover effects don’t affect mobile

** Checkboxes only work with Outlook email addresses

*** With specific CSS  element:checked

***



Calculating Progressive 
enhancement

https://parcel.io/tools/progressive-enhancement



A *good* reason



Our Priority areas
__

Helping with content.

- Progressive disclosure of content

- Share a journey

- Enhanced User Experience (UX)

Enhanced experience.

- Push engagement in an email 

- Surprise and delight recipients

Best use of technology.

- High Apple audience

- Large mobile percentage

Efficient Usage.

- Reusable code

- Include in your design system

- One time creative for a specific campaign



Interactivity in Design Systems
__



CSS/Interactive emails became really well known 

after Google launched it’s Pixel buds with an email 

that included a checkout.

Working with the web team they created an email 

that could add sets of buds to the checkout from 

the email itself. 

Use Case:
Checkout
__





Terminology

Fallback: The design elements that will display if a users 

mail client doesn’t support the interactive code. 

User Experience (UX): When looking at your design is it obvious what a 

user should be doing? Could it be confusing?



Fallback/Default Interactive



Fallback/Default Interactive









Interactive code



Code repo

https://github.com/JayOram/interactive-email-code



Jay@actionrocket.co

Thanks!
__

KEEP IN TOUCH AND 

SUBSCRIBE TO OUR 

NEWSLETTER

#EmailWeekly

https://www.actionrocket.co/emailweekly

